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How to Raise a Kid with Epilepsy
Coping with Stigma:
Part 2

Taking Back Control
Discovering the stigmas culture has
hidden inside you is not a pleasant
experience. It is agonizing for loving
parents to find the places in their mind and
heart where they see their child as
“damaged” and her future “limited”
because of epilepsy. It takes courage to
seek out these perceptions. It takes even
more to admit them to yourself. It is even
harder to admit them to your spouse. But
if your spouse has the same courage you
do, you will find valuable company. After

all, your spouse is a product of the same
culture. You will find strength in your
marriage not there before.
The trick to beating stigma is amazingly
simple. Stigmas can remain powerful
only as long as you let them hide from
you. You can’t tear out what you can’t
allow yourself see. But when you allow
yourself to see them clearly, they lose all
of their power. It happens almost
instantly. The feeling of liberation is
amazing. Even better, that feeling of
liberation follows each stigma you

successfully expose. As you smash the
ability of stigma to control your life and
your child’s destiny, you will develop an
increased sense of personal strength,
satisfaction, and self-respect. The control
you take back of your life, your family,
and your child’s destiny will lift your
spirits. To do this, we must become
aware of the cultural lessons we learned
in childhood and adult life. There are four
key stigmas about epilepsy that are
active in our culture.
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examination (a series of behavioural
tests that look at brain function) to find
out about the child’s intellectual
strengths and weaknesses. Even if
problems are found, that still does not
mean the child can’t use her mind well.
Both Leonardo de Vinci and Thomas
Edison had epilepsy and dyslexia.

All are almost certain to be buried
somewhere in your mind.
Since stigmas are blunt stereotypes, I
am not going to use politically correct
words. Saying them the way they feel
may make it easier for you to search
them out. The stigmas are:
1)
Children with epilepsy are
retarded.
2)
Children with epilepsy are
emotionally disturbed.
3)
Children with epilepsy can’t make
it on their own.
4)
Seizures are too embarrassing to
be seen by others.
The idea that children with epilepsy are
not as bright as other children (the
“mental retardation” stigma), that they
are more emotionally fragile than other
children (the “emotionally disturbed”
stigma), that they are not able to live
independently and must always depend
upon others (the “can’t make it on their
own” stigma), and that the child’s
seizures should be hidden from relatives,
friends, neighbours, and the public (the
“too embarrassing” stigma) are all
abhorrent to loving parents. Yet parents
commonly lower academic expectations
for their child, avoid demanding
situations that might prove personal
inadequacies, shelter the child from
stress and confrontation, and keep the
child at home when seizures seem likely.
These are all examples of society’s
stigma speaking through your mind.
The “Retardation” Stigma
One of the biggest cultural stigmas is
that people with epilepsy are
intellectually
impaired.
About
three fourths of children with epilepsy
have no identifiable cause.
You learned in last month’s article that
there is little evidence that seizures
cause a loss of intelligence. If the child
does have a cause for his or her
epilepsy, then intelligence might be
affected by the brain disturbance. The
location, size, and time when the cause
began will all play a role in the child’s
mental abilities. Even if the child has a
cause, it is not safe to assume he or she
is not as smart as others. Such children
need to have a neuropsychological
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I am sure you have already figured out
that trouble from this stigma comes when
parents treat the child as if the child is
intellectually impaired. Trying to get the
child excused from more demanding
academic subjects or classes will teach
both the child and her teachers that the
child is mentally limited. Giving lavish
praise for “C” level work tells the child
this is as good as he can expect to do
and he should not aspire to be one of the
smart students. Jumping in and solving
problems for the child rather than being
(sometimes very) patient and letting the
child struggle through the solution tells
her that her mind is not fast enough and
it is incapable of solving challenging
problems.
The message buried in all of these
parenting behaviours is they say to the
child “You can’t…” Based upon the
power of repetition, in a short time that
“You can’t” will become a part of that
child’s self-image. The child not only
can’t, but also won’t. She will simply give
up trying. Why suffer failure with each
try? From that point on the child is limited
by her self-image, not her abilities.

Intellectual growth will end. The child will
be capable only to the point the parent
allowed. The disability in epilepsy is a
learned disability.
What to do? Assume your child is at
least as bright as others until proven
otherwise. Watch for evidence that he
may be even smarter – it’s a real
possibility. Stimulate your child
intellectually, whether your child is bright,
average, or below. There is good
evidence to suggest that mental
stimulation will add brainpower. Always
set “stretch goals” – ones above the
child’s current performance, but within
reach with real effort. You may need the
help of teachers, neuropsychologists, or
other experts to help you set good goals.
When goals are achieved, set new ones
– you must keep the process going. Be
sure to build in some down time;
everyone needs rest. Setting goals a bit
too high is better than too low. You can
always adjust downward. Praise
accomplishments reasonably. More
important, help the child put failure in
perspective.
Ask what she discovered when
something didn’t work – then praise the
learning. Let your child know that we all
fail our way to success. The only way not
to succeed is to stop trying. Don’t let the
stigmas teach your child not to try.
The “Emotionally Fragile” Stigma
There is a common belief children with
epilepsy cannot handle strong emotions
and they are more emotional than other
children. The classic example of this
stigma is “stress causes seizures.”
Parents constantly try to control stress in
the child’s life and avoid it whenever
possible. The intensity of parents’ need
to shelter their child comes from the
disorder of anticipation described last
month. I call this effort to avoid stress the
“eggshell syndrome”. Parents and the
rest of the family feel they have to “walk
on eggshells” around the child with
epilepsy. Punishment or family conflicts
that might cause stress must be avoided.
The parents won’t allow the child to play
with another child who frequently fights
during play.
This deprives the child of opportunities to
learn how to get along with difficult
people. The parents don’t allow the child
to take on difficult projects at school.
This deprives the child of the opportunity
to develop new skills and knowledge.
The problem with the eggshell syndrome
is stress is a normal part of everyday life
and conflict is a normal part of family life.
If your child does not learn to master
stress in these situations when she is
young, she will be overwhelmed by
stress when she becomes an adult.
Parents’ efforts to shelter her teach her

without words that she can’t handle
stress. Sheltering blocks her from
learning coping skills. Deprived of skills,
the self-image she was taught of
incompetence
becomes
true.
The disability in epilepsy is a learned
disability.
The fact is, a child with epilepsy needs
have better than average skills in dealing
with stress – having seizures and of
dealing with stigmas adds to the
challenges of life. Make sure he is up to

the increased workload. Don’t impede
the stress that naturally comes into your
child’s life, including stress from
seizures.
Instead focus on teaching adaptive ways
to manage stress. There are several.
If a particular situation (making friends)
or subject (long division) is stressful for
your child, teach her the skills required to
make her more successful with those
tasks. Make sure your child is physically
active and exercises regularly. Exercise
reduces anxiety and depression and has
the benefit of increasing seizure
threshold. Exercise through a team sport
adds training in social skills,
sportsmanship, and physical skills.
Hobbies and interests the child enjoys
and which take effort to master will build
your child’s self-esteem and recognition
she has unique abilities.
Children have roles to play in the family
and in social groups. They need to meet
social expectations for discipline and
performance. Parents are often reluctant
to hold the child with epilepsy up to the
same standards they have for other
children. There are a lot of unconscious
forces causing parents to lower their
expectations for the child. There are the
stigmas that he is not as capable and
that the stress would cause seizures.

The disability in epilepsy is a learned
disability.
The “Can’t Be On Their Own” Stigma
The biggest barrier to successful
independence is parents’ disorder of
anticipation. The fear we discussed in
the last article plays a big role in this
stigma. Parents are terrified something
bad will happen if their child is not
monitored 24 hours a day. Johnny is
forced to stay at home so the parents
don’t have to worry. The cost is heavy in
lost opportunity to learn social skills and
in Johnny’s confidence he can be safely
out in the world on his own.
There is a conviction that people with
epilepsy need to have someone around
them at all times to be safe. What a
powerful way to teach fear to the child.
Resisting the urge to do something as
simple and “innocent” as calling out “Are
you alright?” when the child has been
quiet in the house for a while is important
step in not teaching fear.
I am stunned by the number of parents I
have met who insist on sleeping with
their child, some even through the
teenage years. How normal would you
be if you had to sleep in the same bed
with your mother through much of your
childhood? By the time the child
becomes a young adult, chances are
overwhelming he will never leave home.
The unspoken lesson that it is too
dangerous to be alone, repeated night
after night (and probably day after day),
leaves him utterly unable to live
independently. The fear learned is too
great.
The disability in epilepsy is a learned
disability.
Parents’ worries need to be their own.
They cannot afford to run their child’s life
to control their own fears. The way to
accomplish this was discussed in last

month’s article on “Coping with Fear.” To
insure that we as parents can enjoy our
well deserved retirement alone and
without our children still living with us,
we need to take an active role in
promoting independence and the child’s
comfort with being alone.
To accomplish this, we have to let go. All
of our children are at risk and we need to
realize that we have no magical power to
prevent bad things from happening.
Second, we need to understand that we
are suffering from the disorder of
anticipation, and most of what we worry
about has about the same chance of
happening as our receiving the Nobel
Peace Prize. Third, we need to actively
encourage our child to spend time alone
and time away from home. We can make
this time easier on us by teaching her
friends how to handle her seizures
should they occur. That way we know
she is in good hands – and she will also
know she is safe. Overnights, field trips,
camp, and extended visits to Grandma
should all be a regular part of our child’s
life. Increasing the time away from home
as the child gets older and her social
skills improve will provide the gradual
learning ramp that will insure a
successful separation off to college or
her own apartment when it is time.
Robert J. Mittan, Ph.D.
Seizures & Epilepsy Education (S.E.E.)
www.theseeprogram.com
in Exceptional Parent magazine,
Volume 35, Issue 11,
pages 58-66, Oct. 2005 (reprinted with
permission.) www.eparent.com
Part 3 of How to Raise a Kid with
Epilepsy : Coping with Stigma: will
continue in the next edition of the
Epilepsy Report.

The disability in epilepsy is
a learned disability

Parents also feel guilt that his epilepsy
forces him to work harder than others to
meet common expectations (we talk
about guilt next month.) Stigma is also
betrayed by parents’
lowered
expectations for the child’s performance.
If the parent gives in and the child is
excused from standards of conduct
(discipline) and responsibilities (chores
and performance), the child will be left
unable to assume a credible or valued
role in business or family life as an adult.
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Victorian Bushfires.
The Victorian
Bushfire disaster has prompted an
outpouring of community spirit across
Australia and overseas as we pick up the
pieces of the worst natural disaster in
Australian history. As part of the
charitable and community service sector,
I offer The Epilepsy Centre’s heartfelt
sorrow at the senseless waste of lives
and property.
But it’s also in times of severe trials when
the true Aussie spirit of heroism,
generosity and altruism really shines
through. I know I’m not alone; it makes
me just so proud to be an Aussie!

A Message
from our CEO
Robert Cole

Greetings…..
2008 was a successful year for The
Epilepsy Centre, and our programs are
having a great impact on the lives of
those living with and alongside epilepsy.
We are now facing the stiff challenges
of 2009.
Like everyone in the community, we here
at The Epilepsy Centre have been
shocked by the devastation of the

As all Australians band together to help
each other move forward, The Epilepsy
Centre’s challenge is to ensure that we
continue to keep apace of the needs of
South
Australians
and
Northern
Territorians. Getting to the next level is all
about doing a better job, of reaching out
and telling our story and bringing on
board more support. Through your help
we are implementing great projects to
support clients even better.
Despite all our accomplishments, many
still stigmatise people living with epilepsy,

many continue to have seizures and
many more experience unacceptable
side-effects from current treatments—we
are far from realising our goal. That’s
what keeps us motivated, striving and
determined.
I
commend
our
website,
www.epilepsycentre.org.au, which is a
leading resource among those living with
and caring for those with epilepsy. We
thank everyone who has helped us in
2008. Without the efforts of our devoted
supporters and staff, our programmes
could not have been the success that
they have been. Every dollar has been
used for our mission—but there is a long
way to go before we can overcome the
barriers that impede the progress of
people and their families living with
epilepsy. We look forward to your support
in 2009.
Please donate now and catch-up with
our news here and keep an eye on our
website, www.epilepsycentre.org.au
Kind regards
Robert Cole

Coffee and Conversation
Coffee at a venue near you so that you can meet informally and
catch up with people/families that are affected by epilepsy: We will
have a red rose on the table nearest to the door so that you can
recognise us.
Wed, 18 March, 10.00am
Spargo’s, Marion Shopping Centre
Wed, 15 April, 10.00am
Café BB’s, Ingle Farm
Wed, 20 May, 10.00am
Coffee Shop, Woodcroft Shopping Centre
Wed, 17 June, 10.00am
BB’s, Munno Para Shopping Centre
Wed, 15 July, 10.00am
Café BB’s, Castle Plaza, Edwardstown
Wed, 19 August, 10.00am
Borders Gloria Jeans, Border’s Bookshop, Rundle Mall
Wed, 16 September, 10.00am
Gloria Jeans, West Lakes Shopping Centre
Wed 21, October, 10.00am
Billy Baxter’s, Tea Tree Plaza

Central Support Group
4th Monday of each month except Public Holidays 1.30 3.30pm at The Epilepsy Centre 266 Port Road, Hindmarsh
(Please phone Pam on 1300 850 081 to register your interest)

Wed 18, November, 10.00am
Spargo’s, Marion Shopping Centre
Wed 16, December, 10.00am
Café Primo, Welland
(This is subject to change please contact Client Services to
confirm your attendance.)
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Dravet Syndrome Support Group
Wednesday, bi-monthly. The group is for parents and
children living with Dravet Syndrome.
(Contact one of our Client Services Team on 1300 850 081
for times and venues as these change.)

What is the ketogenic diet*?
The Ketogenic diet is a strict, medically
supervised diet that may be a treatment
option for some children with epilepsy.
It involves a high fat and very low
carbohydrate and protein diet that ensures
the body will burn fat rather than
carbohydrate and protein for energy, thus
producing ketones. In some ways, the diet
mimics the body’s metabolic state during
fasting or illness. This high ketone state
(ketosis) decreases seizure activity in
some circumstances by mechanisms
which are not fully understood. The diet
deliberately maintains this build up of
ketones by a strictly calculated, individual
regimen with rigid meal plans.
The ketogenic diet is not a "natural
therapy". Less is known about the
beneficial and adverse effects of the
ketogenic diet than other treatments for
epilepsy eg. antiepileptic medications and
surgery. The ketogenic diet has not been
subjected to the usual clinical trials that
establish efficacy and safety of a
treatment for a medical condition.
Who is the diet for?
The ketogenic diet is generally only
suitable for children with poorly controlled
seizures. Assessment by a paediatric
neurologist experienced in epilepsy
management and monitoring of the diet
and drug therapy is a prerequisite.
Generally, young children with mixed
myoclonic seizure disorders and
uncontrolled absence seizures are thought
to respond best to the ketogenic diet.
Some centres have reported success with
adult patients and patients with other
epilepsies.
Does it work?
The ketogenic diet does not control
seizures in all children. In fact, only a
relatively small proportion of children
benefit significantly from the ketogenic
diet. At the Royal Children’s Hospital,
Melbourne, a recent review with the
ketogenic diet in 30 children revealed:

•

•
•

Adverse effects
The ketogenic diet is not a benign
holistic or natural treatment for epilepsy;
as with any serious medical therapy,
there may be complications. These are
generally less severe and less frequent
than with anticonvulsant medication or
surgery. Common but easily treatable
side effects include constipation, lack of
appropriate weight gain for age, lowgrade acidosis, and hypoglycaemia if
there is an initial fast. Cholesterol may
increase by around 30%.
About 1 in 20 children on the ketogenic
diet will develop kidney stones
(compared with 1 in several thousand for
the general population). A class of
anticonvulsants known as carbonic
anhydrase inhibitors (topiramate,
zonisamide) are known to increase the
risk of kidney stones, but the
combination of these anticonvulsants
and the ketogenic diet does not appear
to elevate that risk. The stones are
treatable and do not lead to
discontinuation of the diet. Oral
potassium citrate is preventative and has
no clear disadvantages; its routine use is
under investigation. Kidney stone
formation (nephrolithiasis) occurs on the
diet for four reasons.

▪

Excess calcium in the urine
(hypercalciuria) occurs due to
increased bone demineralisation with
acidosis (bone phosphate acts as an
acid buffer) as well as increased
calcium excretion by the kidney.

▪

There is an abnormally low
concentration of citrate in the urine
(hypocitraturia), which normally helps
to dissolve free calcium.

▪

The urine has a low pH, which stops
uric acid from dissolving, leading to
crystals that act as a nidus for
calcium stone formation.

▪

Many institutions restrict fluids on the
diet to 80% of normal daily needs.

36% of children had a significant
improvement with more than 50%
reduction in seizures (16% became
seizure free);

Need for Medical Monitoring
Important: Don't Try it Alone
The ketogenic diet has special appeal to
families because changing what a child
eats seems like a more "natural" way of
preventing seizures than taking pills.
But the diet is anything but natural. It is a
highly unnatural choice of foods and it
reverses the body's natural way of using
food to gain energy. In fact, the
ketogenic diet, like taking medications or
having surgery, is a serious medical
treatment.
It is not a "do it yourself" diet.
Trying to put a child on the diet without
medical guidance puts a child at risk of
serious consequences. Every step of the
ketogenic diet process must be managed
by an experienced treatment team,
usually based at a specialized medical
centre.
Working with a Dietitian
When children (or adults) are treated
with the ketogenic diet, the dietitian is a
very important member of the medical
treatment team. The dietitian works out
how much of one type of food or another
should be served together to make the
diet work. He or she helps the family
plan the child's meals, and works out
how many calories the child needs for
healthy growth.
Meal plans serve small amounts of fruits
or vegetables (carbohydrates) and meat,
fish or chicken (protein) with lots and lots
of fat (such as cream, butter, eggs, or
mayonnaise), and no sugar.
Each portion of food must be prepared
very carefully by the parents, who often
use a gram scale to weigh items exactly.
That's because a tiny mistake in
weighing and measuring foods (or if a
child finds and eats a few cookie crumbs,
or puts anything containing sugar -including medicines and toothpaste -- in
her mouth), can break the diet's effects -and cause a seizure.
For more information, call The
Epilepsy Centre on 1300 850 081.

28% of children had a small
improvement with less than 50%
reduction in seizures;
36% of children had no response.

This roughly equates to 1 in 3 children
having a significant reduction in seizures,
1 in 3 having only a slight improvement in
seizures, and 1 in 3 having no
improvement in seizures. Some centres
around the world report up to 50% of their
patients having a significant improvement
with the diet, however, it should be noted
that patient selection and reporting differ
between centres.
* A qualified healthcare professional should be consulted before using any therapy or
therapeutic product discussed.
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epilepsy and light

What is photosensitivity? What
does flicker-rate mean? Can television
and computers trigger seizures? In this
article Dr Saul Mullen, from Austin
Health in Melbourne explains the
relationship between epilepsy and light
and suggests some strategies that can
help reduce the risk of triggering
seizures.
The tendency to suffer seizures
triggered by seeing flicker or patterns is
known as photosensitivity.
Although flicker is a widely known
cause seizures the proportion of people
with epilepsy who are photosensitive is
reasonably small (5%). This is mainly
among those with idiopathic generalized
epilepsy.
Photosensitivity can be relatively
easily seen on an electroencephalogram
(EEG) as bursts of epileptic activity
triggered by patterns or strobe light. The
ability to test what is and is not likely to
cause seizures in the laboratory means
much is known about the things that are
a risk to people with photosensitive
epilepsy. This is important as although
medication can help a great deal, for
some people avoidance of flicker is still
required.
Flicker and patterns
Flicker frequency, usually
measured in flashes per second or Hertz
(Hz), has the strongest effect on whether
a sight is likely to cause a seizure. The
frequencies most associated with
seizures are 10Hz to 25Hz. Faster and
slower frequencies are a problem in
occasional people.
Patterns can also precipitate
photosensitive seizures. The main issue
Epilepsy Report, Autumn 2009
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Saul Mullen Austin Health, Melbourne Victoria

is fine patterns, particularly stripes and
checkers, or the combination of pattern
and flicker. The most common
combination of flicker and pattern would
be sunlight through the trees as seen
from a moving car. Escalators and
occasionally fly-screens can also be an
issue for some people. Brighter lights
and patterns with greater contrast are
more likely to induce photosensitive
seizures than those that are dim or faint.
In addition, the more that the field of
vision taken up by a pattern or flickering
light, the more likely it is that a seizure
will be triggered.
The earliest descriptions of
photosensitivity focused on seizures
triggered by sunlight, usually shining off
the water or filtered into a pattern by
trees. Sunlight is quite difficult to avoid
but sunglasses, particularly those with
polarized lenses, can be of help.
Thankfully sunlight is a problem for only
a few people, even among those who
suffer photosensitive epilepsy.
Television and video games
In the last decades the focus has
switched to television and video games.
This was brought to public
attention in 1997 when an episode of the
cartoon “Pokemon” was aired in Japan.
This episode contains a brief sequence
where the whole screen flashed at 12Hz
for a period of four seconds. Over 700
people nation-wide, mostly children,
suffered a seizure provoked by this
cartoon. There was a similar but less
wide-spread problem caused by an
advertisement in the United Kingdom.
There are now careful guidelines in place
to make sure that programmes shown do

not have the kinds of flicker or patterns
that can produce seizures.
Despite the sensible design of
programmes, television is still the
commonest cause for photosensitive
seizures due to how the picture is
produced.
Televisions are divided into
hundreds of vertical lines, known as the
raster. Although in standard definition
broadcasts the screen is said to refresh
at 50Hz (50 times a second, in fact, only
every other second is changed each
time. This produces a 25Hz flicker when
viewed from up close. This is within the
range of frequencies that is commonly a
problem and, when viewed from a short
distance a television is usually both
bright and filling the field of vision.
Console games, usually played via a
television screen, have the same
problems.
Computer screens do not have a
raster and usually refresh at 60Hz or
more, therefore not flickering at the
critical frequency. Although computers,
particularly when playing games, are not
completely without risk, the absence of
the hardware-related flicker makes them
less of a trouble than television.
The risk from television can
usually be reduced by sitting further
back, making the raster invisible and
eliminating the flicker. If approaching the
screen, to insert a DVD for instance,
covering one eye with a hand will usually
reduce the risk. Unfortunately, closing
both eyes can make things worse as the
act of eye closure while looking at flicker
can itself trigger photosensitive seizures.
More modern televisions, particularly
Continued page7

LCD or plasma screens, with high
definition pictures and fast (100Hz)
refresh rates are less likely to cause
photosensitive seizures.
Electric lighting
Electric
light, particularly
fluorescent light, is a cause of much
concern. Incandescent bulbs, those that
heat a filament to produce light, are
being phased out and replace by small,
energy-saving fluorescent bulbs. Older
fluorescent tubes do have a subtle
flicker. This is at 50Hz or 100Hz and is
due to the alternating current used in
mains electricity. This is just perceptible
to the human eye but outside the critical
frequency range for photosensitive
seizures. Modern, energy-saver bulbs
are designed to eliminate this flicker.
Even with the older bulbs, although
many people find them unpleasant , the
light does not produce EEG changes as
are seen with the types of flicker
described above.
Strobe lighting
Other sources of flicker are
comparatively uncommon. The strobe
lights used in night clubs occasionally
precipitate seizures but they are usually
relatively slow (<5Hz). It is often difficult
to separate the risks posed by alcohol
and sleep deprivation from that of the
strobe light.
Emergency services also use
relatively slow strobe lights but, when
multiple vehicles are parked together,
these can combine together to produce
frequencies in the critical range.
Managing photosensitivity
Photosensitivity is uncommon but
for those who suffer it can be very
troublesome. For many, medication is
sufficient but for those who need to avoid
lights and patterns the main offender is
television. Keeping at least two metres
from the set as well as considering a
modern screen can be helpful. When
presented with flicker that is
uncomfortable looking at or covering one
over is most useful. Closing both eyes
can worsen the situation, particularly with
very bright lights.
For those who have suffered
photosensitive seizures it is best to
discuss these issues with your treating
specialist. There is great variability
between people with this condition and
individual advice is very important.

Practical ways to reduce risk

▪ Sit at least two metres from
▪

▪

TV screen
Cover one eye when
approaching the TV screen eg to
insert a DVD, or when
unexpectedly confronted with
flicker that is uncomfortable
Wear sunglasses with polarized
lenses

Media Release
National Prescribing Service
MEDIA RELEASE 6 February 2009

Critical dose medicines and brand substitution:
issues with anti-epileptic drugs
Doctors and pharmacists are urged to exercise care when considering brand
substitution for anti-epileptic drugs used for epilepsy, even if they are listed as
bioequivalent on the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme.
Questions have been raised with NPS about whether brands of anti-epileptic drugs
used for epilepsy should be substituted. Patients have also reported being offered
alternative brands by pharmacy staff despite the ‘brand substitution not permitted’
box being checked.
“Once a patient’s epilepsy is under control, the brand of medicine they are
prescribed should not be changed,” NPS CEO, Dr Lynn Weekes said.
“While the risk of loss of seizure control or toxicity arising from brand substitution is
considered small and the evidence uncertain, the ramifications of loss of seizure
control for some patients can be severe and therefore warrants avoidance.”
In its position statement, the Epilepsy Society of Australia recommends that ‘patients
with epilepsy should first obtain the advice of their treating doctor before having the
preparation of anti-epileptic drug interchanged’.
PBS-listed generic brands exist for several anti-epileptic drugs, including sodium
valproate and carbamazepine. Examples of other critical dose medicines, i.e.
medicines with a narrow therapeutic index, include warfarin, cyclosporin and
digoxin.
“NPS encourages pharmacists to support patients using anti-epileptic drugs and
other critical dose medicines by providing appropriate information about brand
substitution, avoiding offering brand substitution at prescription intake and if
necessary, referring the patient back to their prescriber,” Dr Weekes said.
Pharmacists and pharmacy staff are reminded that where the ‘brand substitution not
permitted’ box is checked by the prescriber, brand substitution should not be offered
at the time of prescription intake as this causes confusion for the consumer.
For further information about bioequivalence, critical dose medicines and brand
substitution visit www.nps.org.au/generics.

The National Prescribing Service Limited (NPS) is an independent, non-profit
organisation for Quality Use of Medicine funded by the Australian Government
Department of Health and Ageing.
ABN 61 082 034 393 | Level 7/418A Elizabeth Street Surry Hills 2010 |
PO Box 1147 Strawberry Hills 2012

For more information, please contact the Client Services Team
at The Epilepsy Centre on 1300 850 081.

* A qualified healthcare professional should be consulted before using any therapy or
therapeutic product discussed.
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Let’s Face It!

2007/08
Board of Management
investigate information, points of view
and outlooks.
With this in mind, The Epilepsy Centre is
embracing new technology to allow
members and the general community to
access information and each other over
the internet.
With our new Facebook page, people
can join the group and then join
discussion topics or start their own
discussion topic, chat with other people
in similar circumstances or even just ask
a question.

The Epilepsy
Facebook!!

Centre

is

now

on

The page includes an event calendar so
you can see what big events are coming
up. Eventually we will have video and
pictures.

President:

Barbara Rajkowska

Honorary
Vice Presidents:

Dr Michelle Bellon
Debra Kay

Hon Treasurer:

John Barnett OAM

Hon Secretary:

Andrew Wicks

Members:

Scott Dolling OAM
Alwyn Dolling
Judy Curran
Roger Wegener
Liz Renton

Patron

His Excellency
Rear Admiral Kevin Scarce
AC CSC RANR
Governor of South Australia

Vice Patrons

Hon Mike Rann MP
Hon Martin Hamilton-Smith MP

NALOPKT!
Technology and the Internet have not
just infiltrated our lives they’ve overtaken
traditional communication techniques
and changed the way people
communicate at an extraordinary pace.
Sites such as Facebook, enable us to
instantly pass on information, pictures
and music, chat to old friends and find
new ones, to discuss issues and

In the mean time, take a look at the page
by logging into www.facebook.com and
searching for “The Epilepsy Centre of SA
and NT”. If you’re not already a member
of Facebook you will need to register.
SWDYT?
After all, let’s face it, we all need friends!
CWYL
GTG

Position Vacant: Opportunity of a lifetime
Client Services Coordinator
Do you want to be a part of an organisation that makes a difference! Are you
looking for the opportunity to work in a progressive community organisation
with a passionate team of professionals?

▪
▪
▪

Based in Darwin
Part time Position
Attractive Salary Packaging offer + super (salary negotiated in line with
experience and qualifications)

An exceptional opportunity has become available for an experienced Client Services
Coordinator ready to assist in the delivery and supervision of epilepsy services in
our Nightcliff Office, Darwin.
This challenging position, initially a 0.5 FTE, 12 month contract, is responsible for
conducting programmes, counselling services, and group training.

Honorary Medical Advisors
Dr K J Abbott

M.B.B.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Dr D Burrow

M.B.B.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Dr J Frasca

M.B.B.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Dr M Harbord

M.B.B.S., F.R.A.C.P., R.A.C.O.G.,
D.C.C.H.

Dr M Kiley

M.B.B.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Dr M Kyrkou

M.B.B.S., F.R.A.C.G.P.,
D.C.C.H.

Dr M K Robinson

M.B.B.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Dr C Pridmore

M.B.B.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Dr J Willoughby

M.B.B.S., PhD, F.R.A.C.P.

Dr A Black

M.B., B.MED., SC., F.R.A.C.P.

The Epilepsy Centre Staff
Chief Executive
Officer:

Robert Cole

Client Services
Team:

Mark Francis
Pam Adams
Dianne Day
Judy Florean

Administration:

Ronda Roberts
Jenny Harding
Jane Sievewright

Finance:

Elaine Hay

Fundraising:

Lil Pangrazio
Heather Webster

Ideally you will have:

▪
▪
▪
▪

Qualifications in Counselling, Social Work or Nursing
Considerable experience in a clinical setting

The Epilepsy Centre
266 Port Road, Hindmarsh SA 5007

Driver’s Licence

P O Box 12, Woodville SA 5011

Previous experience in coordinating and providing services to clients and
organisations.

Please send applications to:
Enquiries: Mark Francis - 1300 850 081
Postal Applications: PO Box 12, Woodville, SA 5011
Email Applications: mfrancis@epilepsycentre.org.au
Applications will remain current for a period of up to 6 months from the closing date.
For more information about The Epilepsy Centre, please visit our website at:
www.epilepsycentre.org.au
Please note: Applicants are requested to provide a resume and cover letter .
Applications must address the selection criteria
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Telephone
Facsimile
Epilepsy Helpline

1300 850 081
(08) 8448 5609
1300 852 853

Email: enquiries@epilepsycentre.org.au
www.epilepsycentre.org.au
Epilepsy Association of South Australia and the
Northern Territory Inc (EASANT)
ABN 57 817 113 415 ARBN 133 043 482
A Member of

Kidzone: Children’s Workshop

$65
each

The Epilepsy Centre has conducted a
Children’s Workshop to develop
memory and concentration for
children aged 6-12 with epilepsy.
Our inaugural Workshop was an
amazing success and was so popular
with the children and parents we have
organised another one in April. Again,
this program will be supported by
students from Flinders University.
The children will have a great
three days learning new ways to focus
and concentrate which will enhance their
memory and organisational skills plus be
plenty of fun.
As part of this Workshop there
will be information sessions available

for parents.
For those that wish to attend please
contact Ronda at The Epilepsy Centre.
Places are limited so ring now!!
Tel: 1300 850 081
Email: rroberts@epilepsycentre.org.au
Tues 14–Thurs 16 April 2009.
The Epilepsy Centre
266 Port Road, Hindmarsh
(Bus stop 7 or 8)
Time: 9.30am to 3.00pm

When:
Where:

So be a little daring and adventurous
in
the
school
holida ys.
Come and join us!

proTeen: Teenage Workshop 14 July 09

Self-esteem is all about how
much people value themselves, the
pride they feel in themselves, and
how worthwhile they feel. Self-esteem
is important because feeling good
about yourself can affect how you act.
A person who has high self-esteem is
more likely to make friends easily, be
more in control of his or her behavior,
and enjoy life more.
ProTeen is centred around
encouraging self esteem and self
responsibility. It’s maxim is that it is
important we feel good about ourselves,
to step out and to move forward.
There
is
an
undeniable
association between feeling good, with

looking well and a sense of balance in
our life. ProTeen, a workshop for girls
between the ages of 13 to 18, explores
nutrition, art, music, dress sense, skin
care and hair care.
For anyone interested in finding
out more, or who would like to attend,
please contact Dianne or Pam in our
Client Services Team at The Epilepsy
Centre.
Places are limited so ring now!!
Tel:
1300 850 081
Email: enquires@epilepsycentre.org.au

The Entertainment™ Book is a
restaurant and activity guide that
provides special 25 to 50% off and 2for-1 offers from many of the best
restaurants, hotels and attractions
throughout Australia and New
Zealand.
The Entertainment™ Books were first
introduced to Australia in 1994. Since
then, Entertainment™ Books have
been developed for major capital cities
and regions throughout Australia and
New Zealand.
Entertainment™ Books are
available through fund-raising groups,
organisations and corporations as a
member benefit or fund-raiser. The
featured restaurants and other
businesses do not pay to be included,
they are selected based on awards,
reviews
and
personal
recommendations.
Thank you for supporting The Epilepsy
Centre. To order your 2009-2010
Entertainment™ Book, or for further
information, please contact Ronda on
1300 850 081.

Note: ProTeen for boys may be conducted in
the future
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It only takes WillPower
We always recommend for your own
peace of mind that you speak to a
qualified solicitor or legal practitioner to
ensure the validity of your Will to ensure
that your accumulated or inherited
assets will be distributed in accordance
with your wishes .

For over 30 years The Epilepsy Centre
has endeavoured to be there for
people living with epilepsy, whenever
and wherever we are needed most.
When you remember The Epilepsy
Centre in your Will, you become a
partner in our life-changing work and
leave a lasting legacy for future
generations.
Our booklet, ‘WillPower’ provides
information on the many things to keep
in mind when preparing a Will. It also
explains how to leave a gift to The
Epilepsy Centre.
Our booklet isn't a Will Kit and isn't a
substitute for professional legal advice.

through information, education,
prevention and early diagnosis, and
support programs... and real hope for the
future by funding vital research into new
pathways to prevention, treatment and
cure.

The Epilepsy Centre has been the
leading provider of Epilepsy services in
South Australia and the Northern
Territory for nearly 35 years.
We are committed to providing
comprehensive, quality services to
people living with epilepsy and improving
community awareness and attitudes.

Who Needs a Will?
Anyone aged over 18 years needs to
prepare a Will to ensure their wishes are
carried out regarding the distribution of
assets after their death. By leaving a
contribution towards a charity, like The
Epilepsy Centre in your Will you can
make a substantial contribution to the
future of people living with epilepsy.

A Gift for the Future
The Epilepsy Centre receives no
Government funding; it depends largely
on the generosity of South Australians
and Northern Territorians to maintain its
activities. Remembering The Epilepsy
Centre in your Will is truly a gift for the
future.

If you do not have a valid Will, the court
determines that you have died ‘intestate’.
It then appoints an administrator who
distributes your assets according to a
specific legal formula. This can be costly,
and can also cause unnecessary
problems and anxiety for your loved
ones.

Our Services
Our services, which are delivered by an
experienced team of caring staff, range
from epilepsy education, counselling and
advocacy to retreats, camps and seizure
clinics, with just about everything in
between. Your legacy will bring real help
to those people living with epilepsy

A valid Will is the only way to ensure
your assets are distributed just as you
want.
For a free copy of WillPower, contact
The Epilepsy Centre by phoning
1300
850
081,
email
enquiries@epilepsycentre.org.au

The Cash Bonanza is back!

$30,000 cash could be yours…

But only if you don’t let this chance to
buy the ticket that wins slip by.

Will you be the winner of the iconic
“Cash Bonanza Lottery”?
That’s right The Epilepsy Centre has
given away tens of thousands of dollars!
And now is your chance to join the
winners list!
On the 8 April 2009, we will raffle off
another $30,000. And it could be yours!

SAMPLE
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Buy two or more tickets and get extra
chances to win in the Multi Buyers
Bonus Draw! It’s that easy!
Hurry!
The draw’s only a few weeks away!
So, enter now and don’t miss out.
Someone will definitely win $30,000...

and it might be you.
All you need is one lucky $45 ticket.
To get your tickets just call The Epilepsy
Centre
on
1300
850
081,
0r go to our secure website on http://
www.epilepsycentre.org.au/support/
payments.htm
Thank you for supporting people living
with epilepsy.

Stuart Caravan Park, Alice Springs
The Stuart Caravan Park, Alice Springs
has been a great supporter of The
Epilepsy Centre.

Services at a glance

▪

Their friendly, family operated Park is
located close to the centre of Alice
Springs with plenty of retail shops,
restaurants and galleries. Opposite the
famous Araluen Arts and Entertainment
Centre and on the road to the
picturesque West McDonnell Ranges,
the park is the ideal location to base
yourself while visiting the Alice. With
plenty of space for the whole family, the
Stuart Caravan & Cabin Tourist Park
prides itself in exceptional service,
leaving you with a memorable holiday
experience.
▪
Swimming Pool
▪
Airconditioned TV Room
▪
Covered BBQ area
▪
Bicycle Hire
▪
Tour booking service
▪
Wireless Internet / café
▪
Camp kitchen with fridge,
seating etc.
▪
Convenience store,
▪
LPG
▪
Playground

large shaded sites
Your Hosts: Bernard & Sharon Gwynne
Where:
60 Larapinta Drive,
Alice Springs
Postal:
PO Box 870, Alice Springs
N.T. 0871
Ph:
(08) 89522547
Fax:
(08) 89524088
GPS
South 23° 42.0
East 133° 51.45
Email: info@stuartcaravanpark.com.au
Website: www.stuartcaravanpark.com.au

Dates of Interest
March ,26/2-14/3
27/2-22/3
6-8
9
19-22

Adelaide Bank Festival Of Arts
Adelaide Fringe
WOMADelaide
Adelaide Cup P/H
Clipsal 500

April , 5
9
9-13
25
27

Day light Saving Ends
End state schools Term 1
Easter
Anzac Day P/H
Start state schools Term 2

May,

Clare Valley Gourmet Weekend

2-3

June, 5-20
6

Adelaide Cabaret Festival
Queen’s Birthday P/H

July,

End state schools Term 2

3

The Epilepsy Centre is a professional
organisation committed to providing
quality services to people living with
epilepsy and improving community
awareness and attitudes throughout
South Australia and the Northern
Territory.

Our Client Services Team is
able to provide:
• Counselling
• Advocacy
• Care Planning
• Seizure First Aid
• Update training in use of emergency
medications
• Support with quality use of
Medicines

To do this we provide:
• Home visits
• Office visits
• Hospital visits
• Visits with you to your GP or
Neurologist

The Epilepsy
Centre would
like to thank
all our
supporters.
Your help
enables us to
continue to
provide
much
needed
services to
people
with epilepsy
and their
families.

Our Client Services Team also
provides education and support
to:
• People with epilepsy and their
families/carers
• Workplace organisations
• Aged care facilities
• Essential services personnel i.e
Police, Fire and Ambulance Officers
• Private and government employment
organisations
• Schools, Child Care Centres, TAFE,
and Universities
The Epilepsy Centre assists people
with epilepsy and their families/carers
as part of our commitment to
enhancing the quality of life for people
living with epilepsy.
If you would like to discuss any of
these services further, please contact
The Epilepsy Centre on
1300 850 081 for a confidential
discussion with one of our
professional Customer Service Team..
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Membership

Become a member of the premier epilepsy
organisation in South Australia and the
Northern Territory and receive the following
benefits:

▪ Access to our professional staff for advice on
epilepsy

▪ Personal

and family counselling, advocacy
and guidance

▪Loan of videos and books
▪ Use of our library as well

as access to
research papers on epilepsy and related
conditions

▪ Referral

to and information on a range of
specialist community agencies

Are you a champion?
Yes and I’d like to become a “Club Champion” and
help people with Epilepsy!

▪ Priority

Please find my regular gift of  $2 per week,

▪ Significantly

or $______ ,

access to seminars, special offers,
activities and camps
reduced fees for camps and
other activities provided by The Epilepsy

Cut here
Membership application /renewal

 Monthly
 Quarterly
 Six monthly  Annually

Address ____________________________

I authorise the Epilepsy Association of South Australia and the Northern Territory Inc
to deduct the above amount from my credit card on receipt of this form and on the
same day each succeeding period. This authority is valid until revoked in writing by
myself or the Association. Please complete the credit card details below.

_ __________________________________

Or

Name ______________________________

_____________________Postcode ______
Phone _____________________________
Fax _______________________________

I’d prefer to make a gift of $ _____
Please find enclosed my

Email ______________________________
(Renewable 1st July each year)

Concession
Family
Single
Support Organisation
Other Organisation

(made payable to The Epilepsy Centre)

$11.00
$22.00
$22.00
$22.00
$22.00

Please debit my Visa Bankcard Mastercard AMEX Diners

(GST included)

Expiry Date ______/______

$____
$____

(Donations over $2.00 are tax deductible)

Total enclosed

$____

Cut here

Membership fee enclosed
I wish to make a Donation of

or

 cheque/money order,

Annual Membership Fee






 credit card details,

Please find enclosed cheque/money order
or
Debit $__________ from my
 Visa  Mastercard  AMEX  Diners

Name on card _____________________ Signature ________________________
Title _______ First Name____________ Surname _________________________
Address __________________________________________________________
Suburb ____________________________________________ Postcode _______
Phone (

) ______________________________________________________

Email ______________________________________________________

No _________/_________/__________/_________

Expiry Date __________
Signature ______________________
Or go to The Epilepsy Centre website:http://www.epilepsycentre.org.au/support/
payments.htm

Donations of $2.00 and over are tax deductible
Editor: Robert Cole
Published by the Epilepsy Association of South Australia and the Northern Territory Inc, 266 Port Road,
Hindmarsh SA 5007. Articles and information in The Epilepsy Centre "News" are presented as news items only
and do not necessarily represent the official policies or endorsements of the Centre or its members. Please
consult an appropriate professional advisor. Articles appearing in The Epilepsy Centre "News" may be protected
by copyright and cannot be reproduced without the permission of the editor.

